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Since the 1990s, Cambodia has experienced a large 
and relatively robust civil society, media presence has 
also increased since that time. However, both media 
and civil society organisations (CSOs) have been slow 
to focus on business integrity issues. For CSOs, the 
focus on the private sector has largely been on the 
linkages human rights related issues, rather than 
specifically business integrity issues. Additionally, the 
media, has been reluctant to investigate private sector 
corruption, since many of their funding originates 
from the private sector, as well as the fact that corrup-
tion is viewed as a sensitive topic for media coverage. 
Shrinking space for independent media and for CSOs 
has also limited the capacity for those organisations 
who may be inclined and able to focus on business 
integrity issues. Despite this, civil society is well placed 
and well trained to promote advocacy efforts and 
serve as private sector watchdogs, in order to promote 
and increase business integrity. Recently, CSOs have 
identified responsible business conduct and business 
integrity as objectives that civil society could help 
private sector partners to achieve. This has led to multi 
stakeholder initiatives that seek to engage both public 
and private sectors in promoting responsible business 
conduct. 

The findings indicate that Cambodia’s  free and 
independent media is shrinking, specifically due to 
loss of funds, but also due to the forced closure of 
some print and radio outlets. Additionally, many 
journalists are not trained or do not have the capacity 
to investigate business integrity related stories. One 
of the most difficult subjects for journalists to report 
on is corruption. Civil society organisations have 
previously developed and implemented programmes 
that monitored business and human rights, rather 
than links to business integrity. Recent efforts have 
been made through initiatives introduced by the civil 
society to promote multi stakeholder engagement, 

particularly as it relates to responsible business  
conduct. Therefore, given many CSOs background in 
monitoring business and human rights, as well as the 
rise in initiatives designed to promote responsible 
business conduct, CSOs are primed to continue to 
promote integrity in the private sector.   

Civil Society Brief

The BICA Assessment Report is a baseline assessment of public, private and civil society sector e�orts to promote 
business integrity, particularly accountability, transparency, and integrity in business practices. This report seeks to 
further understand the factors and actions that can increase business integrity in Cambodia, in order to facilitate 
public, private, and civil society e�orts to diminish corruption.

Civil society organizations should engage with 
independent media outlets to provide trainings 
on investigating and documenting private sector 
corruption and business integrity issues.

Civil society organization should continue to work 
closely with the private sector on initiatives that 
promote business integrity.

Civil society should acknowledge and reward 
business who actively promote anti-corruption 
and business integrity.

Civil society organizations should actively moni-
tor and report on the private sector with an eye 
towards anti-corruption and business integrity

Civil society should consult and engage the 
private sector and public sector on the passage of 
key pieces of legislation to increase transparency 
and accountability, such as the draft law on 
competition, the draft law on the protection of 
reporting persons and the draft law on the protec-
tion of experts, victims and witnesses

Key recommendations for civil society 
include: 

•

•

•

•

•
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ចប់តងំពីទសវត្សរឆ៍ា� ១ំ៩៩០មក ្របេទសកម�ុជាមានបណ�ុ ំ
សង�មសីុវលិមួយដ៏ធំ និងរងឹមា ំេហយីចប់តងំពីេពលេនាះ
មក វត�មានរបស់្របព័ន�ផ្សព�ផ្សោយក៏បានេកីនេឡងីផងែដរ។
ប៉ុែន� ទងំ្របព័ន�ផ្សព�ផ្សោយ និងអង�ករសង�មសីុវលិមិនសូវ
បានយកចិត�ទុកដក់ខ� ងំេទេលីប�� សុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�េទ។ 
ប�� ភាគេ្រចីនៃនវសិ័យឯកជន ែដលអង�ករសង�មសីុវលិ
េផា� តេលី គឺពក់ព័ន�នឹងប�� សិទ�ិមនុស្ស ជាជាងប�� សុចរតិ
ភាពធុរកិច�។ េលីសពីេនះេទៀត ្របព័ន�ផ្សព�ផ្សោយមានករ
ស� ក់េស�ីរ ក�ុងករេសុីបអេង�តអំពីអំេពីពុករលួយ េនក�ុងវសិ័យ
ឯកជន េដយសរែតមូលនិធិរបស់ពួកេគ ភាគេ្រចីនបាន
មកពីវសិ័យឯកជន េហយីវជាករពិតមួយែដលថាអំេពីពុក
រលួយ្រត�វបានេគចត់ទុកជា ្របធានបទរេសីបស្រមាប់្របព័ន�
ផ្សព�ផ្សោយ។ ករដក់ក្រមិតេនះបានកំណត់សមត�ភាពរបស់
្របព័ន�ផ្សព�ផ្សោយឯករជ្យ និងអង�ករសង�មសីុវលិ ែដល
មានទំេនារ និងេធ�ីករេទេលីប�� សុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�។ េបីេទះ
ជាដូេច�ះក�ី សង�មសីុវលិបានេរៀបចំ និងទទួលបានករបណ�ុ ះ
បណា� លយ៉ាងល� េដីម្បេីលីកកម�ស់កិច�ខិតខំ្របឹងែ្របងស្រមាប់
ែស�ងរកមតិគា្ំរទ  និងេធ�ីជាអ�កឃា� េំមីលក�ុងវសិ័យឯកជន 
ក�ុងករេលីកកម�ស់ និងបេង�ីនសុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�។ ថ�ីៗេនះ 
អង�ករសង�មសីុវលិ បានកំណត់យកករបំេពញធុរកិច�្របកប
េដយករទទួលខុស្រត�វ និងសុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�ជាេគាលបំណង
ែដលសង�មសីុវលិ អចជួយៃដគូក�ុងវសិ័យឯកជនឱ្យសេ្រមច
បាន។ កត� េនះបាននាឱំ្យមានគំនិតផ�ួចេផ�ីមពីភាគីពក់ព័ន�
ជាេ្រចីនែដលែស�ងរកករចូលរមួពីវសិ័យសធារណៈ និងវសិ័យ
ឯកជនក�ុងករេលីកកម�ស់ករបំេពញធុរកិច�្របកបេដយករ
ទទួលខុស្រត�វ។

លទ�ផល្រសវ្រជាវបង� ញថា ្របព័ន�ផ្សព�ផ្សោយេសរ ីនិងឯករជ្យ
របស់កម�ុជាកំពុងែតរមួតូច ជាពិេសសេដយសរែតករបាត់
បង់មូលនិធិ ក៏ដូចជាករប�� ឱ្យបិទនូវស� ប័នេបាះពុម�ផ្សោយ
និងវទិ្ុយមួយចំនួន។ េលីសពីេនះេទៀត អ�កសរព័ត៌មានជា
េ្រចីនមិនបានទទួលករបណ�ុ ះបណា� ល ឬមិនមានសមត�ភាព
ក�ុងករេសុីបអេង�តេរឿងរ៉វទក់ទង នឹងសុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�
េឡយី។ អំេពីពុករលួយគឺជា្របធានបទមួយ ក�ុងចំេណាម
្របធានបទពិបាកៗបំផុតស្រមាប់អ�កសរព័ត៌មានក�ុងកររយ
ករណ៍។ កន�ងមក អង�ករសង�មសីុវលិបានបេង�ីត និងអនុវត�         
កម�វធិីនានា ែដល្រត�តពិនិត្យេមីលសកម�ភាពធុរកិច� និងសិទិ�
មនុស្ស ជាជាងករផ្សោរភា� ប់េទនឹងសុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�។ កិច�ខិត
ខំ្របឹងែ្របងថ�ីៗេនះ្រត�វបានេធ�ីេឡងី តមរយៈគំនិតផ�ួចេផ�ីម
ែដលបានែណនាេំដយសង�មសីុវលិ េដីម្បេីលីកកម�ស់ឱ្យមាន
ករចូលរមួពីភាគីពក់ព័ន�ជាេ្រចីន ជាពិេសស ទក់ទងេទនឹង
ករបំេពញធុរកិច�្របកបេដយករទទួលខុស្រត�វ។ ដូេច�ះ អ្រស័យ
េដយអង�ករសង�មសីុវលិភាគ្រចីន មានសវតរករងរ្រត�ត    
ពិនិត្យេលីសកម�ភាពធុរកិច� និងសិទ�ិមនុស្ស ក៏ដូចជាមានករ
េកីនេឡងីៃនគំនិតផ�ួចេផ�ីម ក�ុងករេលីកកម�ស់ករបំេពញ
ធុរកិច� ្របកបេដយករទទួលខុស្រត�វ អង�ករសង�មសីុវលិ 
្រត�វបន�ដឹកនា ំ េដីម្បេីលីកកម�ស់សុចរតិភាពេនក�ុងវសិ័យ
ឯកជន។ 

េសចក�ីសេង�បស�ីពីសង�មសុីវ�ល

របាយករណ៍ស�ីពី “ករវយតៃម�អំពីសុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�ថា� ក់ជាតិ” គឺជាករវយតៃម�ជាមូលដ� ន ែដលេធ�ីករវភិាគេទេលីកិច�ខិតខំ
្របឹងែ្របង របស់វសិ័យឯកជន វសិ័យសធារណៈ និងសង�មសុីវលិក�ុងករព្រងឹងសុចរតិភាពធុរកិច� ជាពិេសស គណេនយ្យភាព
តមា� ភាព និងសុចរតិភាពេនេពលបំេពញធុរកិច�។ របាយករណ៍េនះ ផ�ល់ករយល់ដឹងបែន�មអំពី កត�  និងសកម�ភាពករងរ 
ែដលអចជួយបេង�ីនសុចរភិាពធុរកិច�េនក�ុង្របេទសកម�ុជា េដីម្បសី្រមបស្រម�លកិច�ខិតខំ្របឹងែ្របងរបស់វសិ័យសធារណៈ 
វសិ័យឯកជន និងសង�មសីុវលិក�ុងករលុបបំបាត់អំេពីពុករលួយ។
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and relatively robust civil society, media presence has 
also increased since that time. However, both media 
and civil society organisations (CSOs) have been slow 
to focus on business integrity issues. For CSOs, the 
focus on the private sector has largely been on the 
linkages human rights related issues, rather than 
specifically business integrity issues. Additionally, the 
media, has been reluctant to investigate private sector 
corruption, since many of their funding originates 
from the private sector, as well as the fact that corrup-
tion is viewed as a sensitive topic for media coverage. 
Shrinking space for independent media and for CSOs 
has also limited the capacity for those organisations 
who may be inclined and able to focus on business 
integrity issues. Despite this, civil society is well placed 
and well trained to promote advocacy efforts and 
serve as private sector watchdogs, in order to promote 
and increase business integrity. Recently, CSOs have 
identified responsible business conduct and business 
integrity as objectives that civil society could help 
private sector partners to achieve. This has led to multi 
stakeholder initiatives that seek to engage both public 
and private sectors in promoting responsible business 
conduct. 

The findings indicate that Cambodia’s  free and 
independent media is shrinking, specifically due to 
loss of funds, but also due to the forced closure of 
some print and radio outlets. Additionally, many 
journalists are not trained or do not have the capacity 
to investigate business integrity related stories. One 
of the most difficult subjects for journalists to report 
on is corruption. Civil society organisations have 
previously developed and implemented programmes 
that monitored business and human rights, rather 
than links to business integrity. Recent efforts have 
been made through initiatives introduced by the civil 
society to promote multi stakeholder engagement, 

Civil society organizations should engage with 
independent media outlets to provide trainings 
on investigating and documenting private sector 
corruption and business integrity issues.

Civil society organization should continue to work 
closely with the private sector on initiatives that 
promote business integrity.

Civil society should acknowledge and reward 
business who actively promote anti-corruption 
and business integrity.

Civil society organizations should actively moni-
tor and report on the private sector with an eye 
towards anti-corruption and business integrity

Civil society should consult and engage the 
private sector and public sector on the passage of 
key pieces of legislation to increase transparency 
and accountability, such as the draft law on 
competition, the draft law on the protection of 
reporting persons and the draft law on the protec-
tion of experts, victims and witnesses

អនុសសន៍សំខន់ៗស្រមាប់សង�មសីុវលិ រមួមាន៖

•

•

•

•

•

អង�ករសង�មសីុវលិ គួរចូលរមួជាមួយ្របព័ន�ផ្សព�ផ្សោយ
ឯករជ្យ េដីម្បផី�ល់ករបណ�ុ ះបណា� លស�ីពី ករេសីុបអេង�ត 
និងករចង្រកងឯកសរអំពីអំេពីពុករលួយក�ុងវសិ័យឯក
ជន និងប�� សុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�។

អង�ករសង�មសីុវលិ គួរបន�េធ�ីករយ៉ាងជិតស�ិទ�ជាមួយ
វសិ័យឯកជនេលីគំនិតផ�ួចេផ�ីមែដលេលីកកម�ស់សុចរតិ
ភាពធុរកិច�។

សង�មសីុវលិ គួរទទួលស� ល់ និងផ�ល់រង� ន់ដល់អជីវកម� 
ែដលមានភាពសកម�ក�ុងករេលីកកម�ស់ករ្របឆាងំអំេពី
ពុករលួយ និងសុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�។

អង�ករសង�មសីុវលិ គប្បតីមដនឱ្យបានជាប់លប់ និង
រយករណ៍អំពីវសិ័យឯកជន េដយេផា� តេលីករ្របឆាងំ
អំេពីពុករលួយ និងសុចរតិភាពធុរកិច�។

សង�មសីុវលិ គួរពិេ្រគាះេយាបល់ និងបេង�ីតឱ្យមានករ
ចូលរមួពីវសិ័យឯកជន និងវសិ័យសធារណៈ ក�ុងករ
អនុម័តច្បោប់សំខន់ៗ េដីម្បបីេង�ីនតមា� ភាព និងគណ
េនយ្យភាព ដូចជាេសចក�ី្រពងច្បោប់ស�ីពីករ្របកួត្របែជង 
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